
ANSWER KEY

Chapter 7:CAN’T TAKE THE HEAT?!

The next day was broiling, almost the last, certainly the warmest of summer. As my train emerged 

from the tunnel into sunlight, only the hot whistles of the National Biscuit Company broke the simmering

hush at noon. The straw seats of the car hovered on the edge of combustion; the woman next to me 

perspired delicately for a while into her white shirtwaist, and then, as her newspaper dampened under 

her fingers, lapsed despairingly into deep heat with a desolate cry…

“Hot!” said the conductor to familiar faces. “Some weather! … Hot! … Hot! … Hot! … Is it hot enough 

for you? Is it hot? Is it … ?”

… Through the hall of the Buchanan’s house blew a faint wind, carrying the sound of the telephone 

bell out to Gatsby and me as we waited at the door.

“The master’s body!” roared the butler into the mouthpiece. “I’m sorry, madame, but we can’t 

furnish it--it’s far too hot to touch this noon!”

What he really said was: “Yes … Yes … I’ll see.”

He set down the receiver and came toward us, glistening slightly, to take our stiff straw hats.

“Madame expects you in the salon!” he cried, needlessly indicating the direction. In this heat every 

extra gesture was an affront to the common store of life. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

… We had luncheon in the dining-room, darkened too against the heat, and drank down nervous 

gayety with the cold ale.

“What’ll we do with ourselves this afternoon?” cried Daisy, “and the day after that, and the next 

thirty years?”

“Don’t be morbid,” Jordan said. “Life starts all over again when it gets crisp in the fall.”

“But it’s so hot,” insisted Daisy, on the verge of tears, “and everything’s so confused. Let’s all go to 

town!”

Her voice struggled through the heat, beating against it, molding its senselessness into forms.

Weather symbolism? Is that even a thing? To answer that question, here are a few more 
rhetorical questions…
� Is it always “dark and stormy” in scary movies?
� Do different types of weather make you experience different emotions?
� Do April showers bring May flowers?
I could go on, but the point is that WEATHER USUALLY MATTERS. Sure, sometimes English teachers 
might overanalyze obscure details, but weather is often symbolic. In the case of Chapter 7 of The 
Great Gatsby, it most definitely is deliberate. Fitzgerald references the heat over 20 times, just in 
one single page. So yeah, he was DEFINITELY dropping—more like spoon-feeding—you hints.

Underline/highlight/circle all references to the heat in the below passage. Annotate the text, 
focusing on the symbolism of the heat. Then, answer the question that follows.



… “Who wants to go to town?” demanded Daisy insistently. Gatsby’s eyes floated toward her. “Ah,” 

she cried, “you look so cool.”

Their eyes met, and they stared together at each other, alone in space. With an effort she glanced 

down at the table. 

“You always look so cool,” she repeated.

She had told him that she loved him, and Tom Buchanan saw. He was astounded. His mouth opened 

a little, and he looked at Gatsby, and then back at Daisy as if he had just recognized her as someone 

he knew a long time ago.

“You resemble the advertisement of the man,” she went on innocently. “You know the 

advertisement of the man—”

“All right,” broke in Tom quickly, “I’m perfectly willing to go to town. Come on—we’re all going to 

town.”

He got up, his eyes still flashing between Gatsby and his wife. No one moved.

“Come on!” His temper cracked a little. “What’s the matter, anyhow? If we’re going to town, let’s 

start.”

His hand, trembling with his effort at self-control, bore to his lips the last of his glass of ale. Daisy’s 

voice got us to our feet and out on the blazing gravel drive.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

“You take Nick and Jordan. We’ll follow you in the coupe.”

She walked close to Gatsby, touching his coat with her hand. Jordan and Tom and I got into the 

front seat of Gatsby’s car, Tom pushed the unfamiliar gears tentatively, and we shot off into the 

oppressive heat, leaving them out of sight behind.

“Did you see that?” demanded Tom.

“See what?”

He looked at me keenly, realizing that Jordan and I must have known all along.

“You think I’m pretty dumb, don’t you?” he suggested. “Perhaps I am, but I have a—almost a 

second sight, sometimes, that tells me what to do. Maybe you don’t believe that, but science—”

He paused. The immediate contingency overtook him, pulled him back from the edge of the 

theoretical abyss.

What does the heat represent? Why is it fitting that it is almost the last day of the 
summer? Explain with textual evidence.

The heat represents the rising tension among Daisy, Gatsby, and Tom. The heat is 
suffocating, oppressive, and impossible to ignore—just like the conflict that fully 
emerges once Daisy tells Gatsby she loves him with the “so cool” comment. The 

heat signals the upcoming climax at the Plaza Hotel.  It is fitting that it’s the last day 
of summer, because it almost the end for Gatsby’s dream. Even though he’s still 

hopeful, readers know that realistically, his dream is impossible, now that Daisy has 
sided with Tom. The chapter ends with Daisy and Tom “conspiring” and Gatsby 

“watching over nothing” (Fitzgerald 145).


